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2020 INDIAN CHALLENGER PREVIEW
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JAN. 10TH - 12TH, 2020
DIRECTIONS WALTER E. WASHINGTON CONVENTION
CENTER WASHINGTON D.C.

BUY TICKETS
COME VISIT COLEMAN POWERSPORTS INSIDE!

CALL NOW (207) 573 - RIDE
COLEMAN POWERSPORTS MOTORCYCLE HOTEL NOW OPEN!
Now Through May 15th 2019
LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE!
Storage $99.00 a month
Plus Check-in & out Prep Fee.
Suffragettes Centennial Motorcycle Ride
AUGUST 2020 - STAY TUNED
https://centennialride.com/womens-motorcycle-tours-centennial-ride-about-the-ride/
Suffragettes Centennial Motorcycle Ride (SCMR2020). This multi-route cross-country
ride July-August 2020 celebrates the passage of the 19th amendment of the US constitution, which gave American women an equal vote in fair and free elections. This
cross-country ride is dedicated to all women who have fought for equality in the voting booth, in business and in life.
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A community of hope and support starts with your vehicle.
Kidney disease affects thousands of families every day.
It’s a constant fight for normalcy and requires a strong
support-system. Your vehicle has the power to provide
longevity for someone in need and further the National
Kidney Foundation's efforts to be a source of guidance and
comfort – a community of hope – for all kidney patients.
This holiday season, donate your vehicle or make
a general contribution to change a life!
kidney.org/support/kidneycars
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Blake Davis named 2019 Nicky Hayden AMA Road Race Horizon Award winner
Lynchburg, Va., resident among four to win AMA Racing Awards at 2019 AMA Road Race Grand
Championship
PICKERINGTON, Ohio -- Blake Davis was named the 2019 Nicky Hayden AMA Road Race Horizon
Award winner and was one of four riders to receive AMA Racing Awards at the 2019 AMA Road Race
Grand Championship on Oct. 27 at Barber Motorsports Park in Birmingham, Ala.
Other riders to win AMA Racing Awards included AMA Youth Road Racer of the Year Eli Banish,
of Burlington, Ky.; AMA Vet/Senior Road Racer of the Year Charles Ivey, of Augusta, Ga.; and AMA
Novice Road Racer of the Year Will Ray, of Etowah, Tenn.
Davis, 13, from Lynchburg, Va., is no stranger to winning AMA Racing Awards, having won the
AMA Youth Road Racer of the Year in 2018. "I was definitely surprised," Davis said. "There are a
few other people I was expecting to win it."
The Nicky Hayden AMA Road Race Horizon Award honors the amateur racer who is poised for
success at the professional level. The award is named after AMA Motorcycle Hall of Famer Nicky
Hayden, who won the first AMA Horizon Award in 1997. The 2006 MotoGP champion died in 2017
after being hit by a car while training on a road bicycle. He was inducted into the Hall of Fame in
2018.
Davis competed in the AMA Lightweight Twins Superstock Expert class at the AMA Road Race Grand
Championship and finished in fifth place, while racing a 400cc motorcycle in a 650cc class. His 2019
successes included winning two WERA national championships and seven WERA regional titles. He
plans to make his MotoAmerica debut in 2020 at Pittsburgh International Race Complex Aug. 6-8. The
Barber event also featured 12 riders who claimed 14 AMA National Championships. Ray and Chris
Bettis of Lawrenceville, Ga., claimed two class championships each.
"It was another year of excellent road racing at the AMA Road Race Grand Championship," AMA
Track Racing Manager Ken Saillant said. "Congratulations to Blake, Eli, Charles, Will and all of our
class champions, and we thank WERA Motorcycle Roadracing for putting on another great event."
The winners of each competition class and AMA Racing Award are recognized as AMA national
champions and are awarded AMA National No. 1 plates. They will be honored as part of the AMA
Legends & Champions Weekend in Columbus, Ohio Dec. 6-7.
2019 AMA Road Race Grand Championship Class Champions
AMA 1000 Superbike Expert: Ryan Jones, Winchester, Va., AMA 1000 Superbike Novice: Chris
Bettis, Lawrenceville, Ga., AMA 300 Superstock Expert: Daniel Kinard, Bentonville, Ark., AMA 300
Superstock Novice: Nicole Karamichael, Hoover, Ala., AMA 1000 Superstock Expert: Vasiliy Zhulin,
New York, N.Y., AMA 1000 Superstock Novice: Chris Bettis, Lawrenceville, Ga.
AMA 600 Superbike Expert: Greg Melka, Tampa, Fla., AMA 600 Superbike Novice: Will Ray,
Etowah, Tenn., AMA Lightweight Twins Supestock Expert: Tyler Freeman, Dawsonville, Ga., AMA
Lightweight Twins Superstock Novice: Rodney Vest, North Topsail Beach, N.C., AMA 600 Superstock
Expert: Connor Funk, Glendale, Calif., AMA 600 Superstock Novice: Will Ray, Etowah, Tenn., AMA
Lightweight Twins Superbike Expert: Kayla Yaakov, Biglerville, Pa., AMA Lightweight Twins Superbike
Novice: Aden Thao, Fresno, Calif.,
Through the AMA Motorcycle Hall of Fame in Pickerington, Ohio, the AMA honors the heroes and
heritage of motorcycling. For more information, visit www.americanmotorcyclist.com.
Join the AMA today: www.americanmotorcyclist.com/mobile-join
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM
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Harley Lets Grimmer Go, Was President Of Global Brand Development
By Margaret Naczek – Reporter
Milwaukee Business Journal Oct 25, 2019, 3:35pm EDT

Harley-Davidson Inc. confirmed Friday that Neil Grimmer, president of Harley’s global brand
development, is no longer with the company.
“His departure comes after an internal inquiry along with a third-party investigation into concerns
that his judgement and conduct as a senior leader did not align with our culture and the values we
expect all our employees to demonstrate,” a Harley-Davidson spokesperson said via email.
A source familiar with the matter indicated that Harley-Davidson (NYSE: HOG) received complaints
about Grimmer which did not align with the company’s code of business conduct. The departure
reflected multiple actions by Grimmer, not a single event, according to a source familiar with the
matter.
Harley-Davidson president and CEO Matt Levatich told employees about Grimmer’s departure Friday
morning in an internal memo acquired by the Milwaukee Business Journal. The memo indicated that
Levatich would be assuming Grimmer’s responsibilities as president of global brand development in
the interim.
Harley-Davidson announced the hiring of Grimmer into the newly created global brand development
president position in April of this year. Grimmer had most recently worked as CEO of Habit, a
personalized nutrition life science company he had founded. Grimmer was a direct report to Levatich,
and his duties ranged from product planning, marketing and retail to communications.
“Based upon our internal inquiry along with the findings of this third-party investigation, we
determined that Mr. Grimmer leaving Harley-Davidson was the appropriate course of action. HarleyDavidson takes all matters related to workplace conduct and our Valued Behaviors very seriously. All
Harley-Davidson employees, regardless of level, are expected to follow our Code of Business Conduct
and Valued Behaviors,” a Harley-Davidson spokesperson said via email.

Five AMA National Champions Crowned At Final Round Of 2019 AMA Endurocross
National Championship Series - Haaker Wins Third Career Title

PICKERINGTON, Ohio -- The American Motorcyclist Association congratulates the five riders who
won AMA National Championships in the 2019 AMA EnduroCross National Championship Series.
About 300 entries took part in the official U.S. extreme off-road indoor championship series, which
kicked off on Aug. 24 and featured rounds in Arizona, Colorado and Idaho.
Among the class champions is Colton Haaker of Perris, Calif. who claimed his third career Super
EnduroCross Pro Class title. Haaker scored two wins and a runner-up finish in the three-round series,
beating Taddy Blazusiak by 5 points to win the top-class championship.
The only rider to score three wins on the season was Shelby Turner of Barons, Alberta, Canada,
who also claimed the Women's Class crown.
Nick Tolman of West Jordan, Utah won the Intermediate Class; and the Vet 35+ Class title went
to Craig Thompson of Fresno, Calif. Ty Cullins wrapped up the Junior Class Championship, which
recognizes Super Pro Class riders who are 21 and younger.
"Congratulations to our five EnduroCross AMA National Champions," AMA Off-Road Racing
Manager Erek Kudla said. "EnduroCross is one of the wildest action sports on two wheels. It
combines the race format of motocross with the challenging obstacles of an enduro, all packed into
the tight confines of a fan-friendly stadium. We are looking forward to another exciting season of
racing in 2020." - Continued WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

- continued For more information about
the series, including the rules,
event format, tickets and how
to register as a competitor, visit
www.endurocross.com
For more information about the
discipline of EnduroCross racing,
visit www.americanmotorcyclist.
com/racing/endurocross.
About the American
Motorcyclist Association
Founded in 1924, the AMA is a
not-for-profit member-based
association whose mission is
to promote the motorcycle
lifestyle and protect the future
of motorcycling. As the world's
largest motorcycling rights and
event sanctioning organization,
the AMA advocates for
riders' interests at all levels
of government and sanctions
thousands of competition
and recreational events every
year. The AMA also provides
money-saving discounts on
products and services for its
members. Through the AMA
Motorcycle Hall of Fame
in Pickerington, Ohio, the
AMA honors the heroes and
heritage of motorcycling. For
more information, visit www.
americanmotorcyclist.com.
Not a member? Join the AMA
today: •

Ride your bike on the Right Tracks !
It’s Safer and More FUN than you can imagine !
Advanced Rider Training ! Improve your skills with
hours of instruction and quality track time !
From street rider to racer, our programs and friendly
coaches will teach you how to handle the curves !
We proudly conduct our track days and schools
at Summit Point Motorsports Park in WV
and NCBIKE in Garysburg NC!

Learn to be a racer ! Take our Road Racing School !
Accredited by CCS, WERA, AHRMA

Have FUN !
Learn to Ride Smooth, Safe and Fast !

photo by Tom O’Connor

July 4

Thu

Summit Point Raceway ! ! ! ! !

July 20
July 21

Sat
Sun

NCBIKE, Garysburg, NC
NCBIKE

In December We Will Have
August 4
Sun Jefferson
Circuit
Our
Annual
August 5
Mon Summit Point Raceway
Holiday Gift Certificates
September 7 Sat Summit Point Raceway
September 8 Sun
Point Raceway
ForSummit
Sale!
September 29 Sun Jefferson Circuit
September 30 Mon Summit Point Raceway

Go to MotorcycleXcitement.com
Roger Lyle 301-933-2599
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ENGINE PERFORMANCE CONVERSIONS
TRANSMISSION UPGRADES • EXHAUST/EFI TUNING
WIDE TIRE KITS • TIRES & COMPUTER BALANCING
TRIKES • HANDLEBARS • CUSTOM PAINTWORK

$49.00
PUTS YOUR CARD
OR AD HERE!

Press release from Zero Motorcycles
Santa Cruz, CA (April 23, 2019) On the heels of the successful launch of its transformational SR/F
model, Zero Motorcycles, the global electric motorcycle sales and innovation leader, announced
today the close of a $25 million funding round, bringing its aggregate equity capital raised to over
$250 million.
With 13 years of experience, Zero Motorcycles has developed the most power- and energy-dense EV
technology in powersports and has built Zero into the leading brand with a global supply chain and
distribution network, and a broad portfolio of products, which are effortlessly powerful, safe, reliable,
and delight riders every time they twist the throttle.
“At Zero Motorcycles, we’ve been defining the electric motorcycle category since our inception in
2006,” said Sam Paschel, CEO of Zero Motorcycles. “To build a company like Zero is not easy. You
need to build a leading EV technology business, an industrial business, and consumer-branded
business all at once. In addition to break-through innovation and R&D investment, this takes time,
hard work, and significant capital. Zero has been capital efficient over the years, and our committed
and consistent backing has enabled us to fully fund our strategy and to succeed when others have
failed. We sell more electric motorcycles annually than all of our competitors combined and with
our strong capital base, know-how, brand, and team, we will continue to be the driving force behind
two-wheeled and broader powersports electrification. We look forward to the next few years as both
adoption and innovation continue to accelerate.”
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM
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ROLLING PHYSICS PROBLEM
Electric Scalpel – 2020 Zero SR/F
By Greg Shamieh

There are moments in every motorcycling life that write themselves indelibly
into the rider’s mind.
Some of these moments are transcendent, peak experiences, like cresting the last ridge in St Mary,
Montana that reveals the view up the draw into the heart of Glacier National Park.
Then there are those other moments, though, when things go instantly from absolutely perfect to
unspeakably awful in mere milliseconds. Where reality itself goes into relativistic reverse, everything
slows waaaay down, and you somehow know -- as you go out of body and witness it happening to
yourself – that your life – right here, right now -- is on the line. Those moments tell you whether God
rides on your shoulder, or called off and slept in that day. One of those moments – for me – was in
the saddle of a Zero motorcycle.
The bike was a 2017 Zero DSR – an electrically powered dual sport motorcycle – a bike that was
tall, narrow, and had been lifting weights every waking moment when no one was looking. The DSR
was sneaky fast – its electric powertrain was capable of delivering instant power in a way that has no
analogue in internal-combustion-powered motorcycling.
It was a perfect riding day – about 80 dry degrees – with blue,
cloudless skies and nearly endless visibility. I was running Elmer Derr
Road – a worthy bike tester’s road for a number of reasons – and
approached one of my favorite sections – a set of 90/90 Colonial
Property Line Corners – shifted my weight inside, leaned the bike
into the second corner – a perfect left – like I had hundreds of times
before – set my line down to the apex and rolled on the throttle.
We can argue about my technique – years of vintage big twins have established a muscle memory
that assumes a certain here invalid lead time. In retrospect I was probably two beats too early.
One millisecond, though, I was leaned in, knee out and carving. No milliseconds later, I’d magically
transformed from Valentino Rossi to full-on Gary Nixon – rear wheel outside and spinning on clean
dry pavement, forks reverse locked. Fortunately Momma didn’t raise no dummies, and I’ve long ago
learned the only thing you don’t want to do in this situation is to close the throttle, so I didn’t. Three
beats later the road and my motorcycle straightened back out, and we were launched back down the
road like some Star Wars space fighter – electric motor shrieking all the way.
“Great Googly Moogly!” I said to myself as a shook my helmet in utter disbelief, “If there was ever a
motorcycle that needed traction control, this would be it.”
OK, maybe my chosen epithet wasn’t Googly or Moogly, but I’m
told this is a Family Show.
In retrospect, there were more than a few guys with decisionmaking authority at Zero that were thinking the exact same thing.
Fast forward to March of 2019, when Zero was just first publically
presenting their next generation design, the SR/F, and being a
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

- CONTINUED true motorcycle geek, I was devouring and analyzing everything about the bike I could. Buried in
the spec sheets, and with nobody talking about it, was the entry for Bosch Motorcycle Stability
Control (MSC) the state of the art, Inertial Management Unit driven, integrated lean angle enabled
integrated traction and anti-lock braking system. In its first implementations on motorcycles like the
BMW S1000RR and KTM’s SuperDuke, it made extreme performance accessible to mere mortals and
made motorcycles that were faster down a road or a racerack than anything that had come before.
On Zero’s electric powertrain, this would literally completely change the game. Zero was also the
first manufacturer to get an electric motorcycle to market with advanced safety systems. I was lucky
enough to interview both the Bosch and Zero Engineering Project teams that had done the MSC
Integration, and write about their technical accomplishment. All that was left was to finally ride the
motorcycle, and see if the high goals the team had set for themselves had been fully realized.
With the SR/F Zero has created a fully realized sporting motorcycle – starting by creating a new
steel trellis frame that makes use of both the motor and new, heatsink-equipped battery case as load
bearing stressed members. The frame was designed to create the most effective power transmission
and rear suspension paths possible – with the drive pinion of the motor located coaxially with the
swingarm pivot. Power transmission is via direct drive – there is no transmission whatsoever – using a
Gates Kevlar-reinforced toothed belt. Into this trellis Zero installed an uprated version of their Z-Force
Motor – with enhanced electronics, a new larger current output controller,
and significantly enhanced air cooling – producing 110 horsepower, but
more significantly 140 foot pounds of torque across nearly the entire rev
range – an increase of 20% over the specifications of the previous motor.
Battery capacity also saw an increase – from the 13 kWh pack in our prior
DSR – to a 14.4 kWh pack in the SR/F. People who are inclined to do math
will sense a problem here – 8% more total energy capacity with 20% more
energy output, with the two working through a bigger capacity connection – and you’ll correctly
perceive a motorcycle with a prodigious thirst for electrons. There is no energy
free lunch – performance in internal combustion costs energy, and the same is
true here.
Power is nothing without control, so all of the SR/F’s chassis and suspension
components are also significantly enhanced. Front fork and shock are high
specification, fully adjustable Showa units – the fork being a new Separate
Function Fork (SFF) inverted stanchion type. Brakes are J.Juan units – the fronts
are dual 320 mm disks being grabbed by 4 piston radial mount calipers – braking
power and performance is on par with any track-intended motorcycle. Wheels and
tires are also track spec – 3.5 inch front and 5.5 inch 17s, carrying Pirelli Diablo
Rosso IIIs. More go, more structural rigidity, more stop, more stick – all of the
ingredients of a great ride are present, and the motorcycle looks seriously, muscularly great while
doing it.
On top of the components and cycle parts that are familiar to any I.C.E. motorcyclist, there are
additional electronics that are equally important. Our test unit was an SR/F Premium, which was
equipped with dual onboard battery chargers with combined output of 6 KW. Using any standard
commercial electric vehicle public Level 2 charger, recharge times from about 30% state of charge
take less than 90 minutes. The Premium also features electric grips, which year-round riders like
13

myself appreciate. The motorcycle also has a full color LCD dash display, which allows one to access
the four preset ride modes – Rain, Eco, Street and Sport.
- continued next page - continued 2020 Zero SR/F The bike’s controller can also sync with Bluetooth smartphones running the Zero Motorcycles App
to allow access to the astonishing adjustability of all power and stability controls, and the ability to
store up to 10 preset profiles with custom combinations of Road Speed, Max Power, Max Torque,
Engine Power Regeneration under braking or under closed throttle, and threshold intervention levels
of Traction/Stability control. The ability to completely customize the power, economy and safety
systems of the motorcycle makes
it possible to literally program different personalities and performance profiles for different uses,
and even for different routes. The motorcycle’s controller can send full performance analytics data
back to the App, to show what levels of power and intervention have been used over the course of
a ride, so that these user-programmed variables can be further tuned. This is pretty heady levels of
capability for a street motorcycle.
Sit astride the bike and turn the key, and the display cycles though it’s boot up animation and
calibration routines, and then displays a color-coded state of charge and torque/power output
display. The bike’s ergonomics are mildly sporting – with a normal tubular superbike bend handlebar
riding above the front triple clamps, and pegs set slightly rearward but not impossibly high. With the
sidestand retracted, rock the bike’s kill switch into the ‘Run’ position, and the motorcycle does almost
nothing – a subtle circular green arrow – echoing every computer ‘On’ button you’ve ever seen –
indicates that the bike is armed. There are no sonic cues – no idle, no cooling fan noise, no whir, no
nothing – to indicate that the bird is live. Until you twist the throttle.
Under application of the right grip, one hears the faintest of faint whines, and the motorcycle just
goes. Use a little throttle, and the bike is docile and easy to control. With the clutchless direct drive,
this is the easiest motorcycle to ride in urban congestion ever devised. Set in ‘Eco’ mode – which
features a high regenerative braking setting – all starts and stops can be controlled with the throttle.
In more open in town use, running from light to light, the bike rides tautly, but is light, narrow,
responsive and easy to control.
It is on the open road, however, where the SR/F is truly revealed. On a flowing, technical back
road, one’s riding takes on an easy force, a focus and fluidity that I have never experienced on
any other motorcycle. The delivery of power and ability to tune regenerative braking to any level
make progress up a twisting road all controllable with the throttle. There is no wasted rider mental
bandwidth about now obsolete notions like gear selection and powerband – there are no gears and
its all power, immediately and everywhere. You, being a tough biker type have no doubt convinced
yourself you like those things, that you live for these things. And you do. But this, inexplicably, is
better. The ride becomes a dance, with total focus on controlling your weight transfer and your
position on the motorcycle, with no heat or smells or other distractions -- only an eerie whine and
the strain on your shoulders to communicate the brutal acceleration of which this thing is capable
under large throttle settings.
Returning to the scene of my previous crime, out on Elmer Derr Road, attacking the same corner
with even more sense of style and verve, the SR/F simply inhaled the corner and launched itself
into the next universe. Chief Bosch MSC Software Engineer and test rider Eric Greenham spoke of
the absolute necessity to tune the combined MSC and Zero systems so that their intervention was
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

undetectable – that the rider sensed only the thrill of a supremely powerful and capable motorcycle,
with no sensation of these safety systems smoothing out inputs that would have exceeded the
physics envelope of the motorcycle. And I’m nothing but amazed that the Zero SR/F does exactly that.
- continued 2020 Zero SR/F Thrilling is exactly the right description, and when the MSC is smoothing the edges of one’s riding
– which it clearly does -- it is a very subtle thing to detect. The bike’s trellis frame is like a living thing
– one can feel what both the contact patches are doing. The brakes, when one needs to use them,
deliver astounding power and feel. The suspension and tires provide a level of ground clearance and
handling envelope that it would take me several months of dedicated practice and a motorcycle that
didn’t belong to someone else to even begin to master. The SR/F can be placed on the road exactly
where the rider wants it – the chassis geometry and weight distribution holds the selected line
and lean angle effortlessly. The ability to control power output – from just a little to more than one
thought possible – regardless of road or motor speed, has nothing comparable
anywhere on two wheels.
There are other pluses and minuses in an otherwise excellent rider’s package.
The bike’s new LED four emitter headlamp – two for low beam and two for
high -- is on par with the best in motorcycling. The fact that it uses dramatically
less electric current is just a bonus. The assembly techniques that were such a
concern in the 2017 Zero I tested – excessively tightly zip tied and badly routed
chassis wiring, badly routed brake lines – have all been corrected. The frame of
the SR/F even has rubber bushed wiring harness supports that provide protection
from both tension and abrasion – Zero’s ability to manufacture a well-finished motorcycle has moved
ahead markedly. The saddle, while properly shaped and supportive, is still exceedingly firm. The
horn is still an utter joke – it’s a refugee from a Honda 125 doing TDY on
an F-16. Given the bike’s utter silence and its potential for speed, a quality
conversation with the guys from Fiamm and a set of dual trumpets is
definitely a good idea.
The user interface for the bike’s onboard electronics is an acquired taste
that I have utterly failed to acquire. There are two separate control modes
and displays depending on whether the bike is disarmed or armed for road
use. The entire system is controlled by the single ‘Mode’ button on the left
grip and a series of different gestures – ‘Taps’, ‘Slides’, ‘Holds’ and ‘Press’s – that while admirable in
their attempt to make maximum use of a single piece of hardware, are just not intuitive and seem
kinda laggy. Maybe more acclimation time would improve my performance in use of the system, but
I have to think that there is a better solution out there somewhere, and this ain’t it. The same can
be said of the bike’s cruise control, which, while very welcome to maximize range, doesn’t have the
ability to change speeds once selected, and whose button is a crazy stretch away from the throttle
grip on the right bar – think thumb yoga.
Any conversation around electric motorcycles inevitably turns to operating range, and here, the
SR/F gets mixed marks. The more powerful motor has grown at a rate faster than battery capacity,
and Zero freely acknowledges that, combined with more mass and larger, stickier tires, that this has
adversely impacted range. The problem grows more pressing the faster one goes, because the largest
variable in energy consumption is wind drag, which rises as the square of velocity. This, frankly, must
be the biggest drag of all, because the very thing that the bike does best, which is deliver a seemingly
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endless supply of ever-increasing acceleration, is the single thing that most adversely impacts
operating range. During the course of testing, I rode the motorcycle back and forth to my day gig
in Baltimore a ride of approximately 63 miles consisting of about 55 miles of wide open divided
highway, and about 8 of either congested stop and go or surface streets, depending on conditions. To
make best use of the motorcycle’s stated range of 82 miles at 70 miles an hour, I needed to be in ‘Eco’
mode, which limits the bike’s torque output and road speed – and frankly, to be very attentive to the
throttle openings and road speeds. - continued next page - continued 2020 Zero SR/F Riding to maximize highway range is an exercise in ruthless self-control. Imagine being tossed the
keys to a new Ferrari 458 and being told you could never use more than 15% throttle or use any
gears higher than 2nd. Knowing that you sit astride an electronically enabled missile than is capable
of dominating anything on the road, and not being able to exploit it, is frustrating in the extreme. But
let’s face it – when you build this kind of muscular streetfighter, economy runs are just probably not
what this particular tool is for. I have seen spy photos of this motorcycle running around Scotts Valley
wearing developmental full aero sport touring bodywork, and a 25-30% reduction of aerodynamic
drag at highway speeds would go a long way to providing useful increase in highway range that would
make the bike more attractive to high mileage or hypercommuting riders.
None of that matters a whit, though, when this motorcycle is being operated in its natural habitat
of a twisting two lane road. From the center to the edge of its tires, from full throttle to full on
the brakes, the SR/F is as surefooted and responsive a motorcycle as you will ever ride. Riding
motorcycles is, for me, a meditative activity, where the ride simply expands to block out all of life’s
distracting and unproductive events. And with the ride reduced to nothing but the electric motor’s
shriek and the sounds of the wind around my helmet, the Zero SR/F makes my line on the road the
center of a very small and focused universe.
Special Thanks to the folks at Zero Motorcycles of Scotts Valley California. They told me this thing
would make me feel like Superman. Now I gotta go find my cape.
Zero SR/F Specifications
MOTOR
DRIVETRAIN
Type Z-Force® 75-10 enhanced thermal
efficiency, passively air-cooled, interior
permanent
magnet AC motor
Controller High efficiency and power dense, 900
amp, 3-phase AC controller with regenerative
deceleration
Estimated Top Speed (max) 			
124
mph (200 km/h)
Estimated Top Speed (sustained) 		
110
mph (177 km/h)
Peak Motor Torque 				
140
lb·ft (190 Nm)
Peak Motor Power 				
110
hp (82 kW)
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

Transmission 		
Clutchless Direct Drive
Final Drive Poly Chain® HTD® Carbon™ belt
Wheel Sprocket -Number of teeth 		
90
Motor Sprocket - Number of teeth 		
20
SUSPENSION/BRAKES/WHEELS
Front Suspension Showa 43 mm big piston,
separate function forks with adjustable spring
preload, compression, and rebound damping
Rear Suspension Showa 40 mm piston, piggyback reservoir shock with adjustable spring
preload, compression, and rebound damping
Front Suspension Travel 4.72 in (120 mm)
Rear Suspension Travel 5.51 in (140 mm)

BRAKES
Front, Bosch Advanced MSC, Dual J-Juan radialmounted 4-piston calipers, 320 x 5 mm disc
Rear Brakes Bosch Advanced MSC, J-Juan single
piston floating caliper, 240 x 4.5 mm disc
WHEELS
Front Wheel 				
Rear Wheel 				

3.50 x17
5.50 x17

TIRES (as tested/supplied by factory)
Front Tire Pirelli Diablo Rosso III 120/70-17
Rear Tire Pirelli Diablo Rosso III 180/55-17
POWER SYSTEM
Type Z-Force® Li-Ion Intelligent Power
Pack
Maximum Capacity		
14.4 kWh 		
		
14.4 kWh
Nominal Capacity 		
12.6 kWh 		
		12.6 kWh
Charger Type
SR/F 3 kW Integrated
SR/F Premium 6 kW Integrated
Input Universal 100 - 240 V AC
Estimated Power Pack Life to 80%
(city) 217,000 miles (349,000 km
CHARGING TIME
Input Voltage Charging Lvl*
110V 120V
SR/F
4.5 hours
(100% charged) / 4.0 hours (95% charged)
SR/F PREMIUM
2.5 hours
(100% charged) / 2.0 hours (95% charged)
With 6 kW Rapid Charge Option
SR/F 				
1.8 hours
(100% charged) / 1.3 hours (95% charged)
SR/F PREMIUM
1.5 hours (100%
charged) / 1.0 hour (95% charged)

Range
City 161 miles
Highway @ 55 mph avg (89 km/h)
99 miles
Combined 123 miles
Highway @ 70 mph avg (113 km/h) 82 miles
Combined 109 miles
ECONOMY
Equivalent fuel economy (city)
430 MPGe
Equivalent fuel economy (highway)
219 MPGe
Typical cost to recharge $1.61
EDITORS NOTE: all 2020 Zero SR/F specifications
were taken from their website. Please see your
local dealer or contact zero motorcycles directly
for more information. Due to the variables of
traffic and your routes as well as riding style
your actual results may and likely will vary. We
recommend you consult your local dealer or Zero
Motorcycles for more information about this.
https://www.zeromotorcycles.com/zero-srf/
Greg Shamieh is a lifelong motorcycle enthusiast, writer
and historian who lives in the Two Wheeled Haven
of Maryland’s Middletown Valley. He rides for daily
transportation, sport, travel, meditation, inspiration
and illumination. His works appear on the web at
rollingphysicsproblem.wordpress.com and RevZilla.
Greg welcomes your comments here as well.
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ON THIN ICE

With the sun seemingly gone on vacation in our hemisphere, December
is the darkest month of the year. Sunrise and sunset can be viewed
within such a short time of each other on these brief days, and there is
something depressing about all the darkness. Many of us will rise each
day in the dark and be rewarded at the end of the day with precious little
after-work sunshine. It just doesn’t seem fair.
I miss the sunshine during the winter. As a habitual late riser, the effect
is even more pronounced for me, and as a rider, it has a profound effect
on available riding time. In the warmer months one can always roll out
for a ride at nearly any hour; in this season one needs more patience. I
have always been a year-round rider, since it is just too painful to leave
the bikes parked for months, but not making adjustments for winter’s special conditions can be even more
painful.
As I said, I am a late riser, so I am accustomed to getting a later start on my rides. This never bothers me
much; it is only a challenge when riding with early-bird buddies. But during these months, a later start is
pretty much all you can safely expect from anyone. Sol needs his time to rise to his low zenith and cast his
feeble rays onto the pavement and melt away the black ice. If you are among the folks who winterize your
bike in the late fall, you may have never had the adrenaline rush of sliding your tires across black ice. It ain’t
fun. Black ice makes paying attention to road surface even more important on winter rides.
Back in my Jersey days, I used to ride a winter series call “Polar Bear Runs.” These were weekly Sunday
destinations where many of us brave (or crazy, in some folks’ opinions) souls would ride to. They were
scattered across the state, with one or two located in neighboring states. It was a wonderful way to spend a
winter Sunday, riding with friends, meeting at some biker-friendly place and sharing hot food and tall tales.
You logged your mileage based on the honor system. If you completed enough miles, you received a patch
to mark the accomplishment. If you made it to every weekend’s destination, there was a much-coveted
perfect attendance pin. I proudly have one of those pins and a few patches on one of my vests. It is a
surprising challenge to ride every single Sunday during some northeastern winters.
While it was always fun to get out and ride those Sunday runs, we always stuck to the main roads that
were most likely to be clear and dry. I became quite an expert on the smaller roads around my abode. I knew
where trees or buildings kept sections of road in almost perpetual shade or the low spots where runoff from
melting snow would traverse the tarmac or puddle and form small ice traps. I even knew the corners where
there was always way too much sand left from the previous storms and the bumps where the spreader
trucks deposited extra. What makes better traction for cars on ice is not good for bikes on dry pavement. But
for all that observation and cautious choice of roads, every so often we would get daring, especially after a
week or two of dry and unseasonably warm weather.
I remember one time coming back from a Pennsylvania destination and deciding to get off Interstate 80 at
the first exit in New Jersey. We thought the small road through the park there would surely be clear, since
there had not been a bit of ice or snow anywhere we had been. Well, the first few miles were fine, until we
got deeper into the park. In short order we found ourselves on a narrow park road where a sparse amount
of clear tarmac was covered with a mix of white and black ice. There was no way to turn the bikes around
and retreat. We spent what felt like an eternity creeping along, picking our way down that road. We crunched
a path over the white ice that had an air gap between it and the road surface with only a few clear spots. It
was one of those situations where you have plenty of time to consider the folly of your choices, except that it
takes all your focus to guide and balance the bike. We made it through without mishap. At this point in time, I
can’t even remember how many of us were there for that adventure, but I sure can feel that special tightness
in my gut while I write about it, like it was happening right now. While I would not seek out that experience
again, I am glad I have it safely in my store of riding knowledge and experience.
Since I moved south years ago, I have found winters milder, snow on the roads more short lived, and the
winter days have about one-half-hour more sunlight. All these things are more to my liking. I also discovered
that some folks here don’t like to ride this time of year if it is below fifty degrees or has recently rained or
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- CONTINUED -

snowed. With my winter experience, I kinda tossed that concept off, plugged in my electrics, and rode
anyway. Well, what they knew, and I didn’t figure on, was the always-present altitude changes in these
mountains and the resultant cooler air and deeper shade. So, being me, I learned it on my own. One winter
day, sunny and bright, I was hammering along the Blue Ridge Parkway on my Buell; it hadn’t snowed in
weeks in my town. But it had snowed on the mountaintops. The road was clear as a whistle except for these
strange wet spots every so often—they were not connected to the edges of the road; they just looked like
someone had spilled water randomly in places. I came around one curve hot on the throttle, leaned way
over so my boot’s edge was rubbing the pavement, and as I passed the apex I saw the source of the wet
spots. There in my lane, in my chosen line, was a nice clean patch of snow. Thank God there was no one
coming the other way because the only way to avoid that snow was to flick the bike into the other lane. I can
only imagine the slide and launch off the side of that mountain. Suffice it to say I am much more attentive
to the local wisdom as I learn my new winter riding environment. I hope you enjoy the chances to ride this
winter. Just be careful out there.

Milwaukee Proud Beer and Cheese Soup
Oh my gosh, beer and cheese, I must be in Wisconsin. Wait, what is that thundering sound I hear, is it a
LIVEWIRE with loud stereo electrifying Juneau Avenue? No, it is the sound of cayenne pepper pounding in
my ears. If you are feeling homesick for Juneau Avenue, make a pot of this soup and pull out your copy of
the Motor Company’s Parts and Accessories catalog and dream of chrome from back home at the factory.

MILWAUKEE PROUD BEER AND
CHEESE SOUP
1/4 cup water
3 tablespoons cornstarch
2 tablespoons butter
1 medium-size onion, minced
2 tablespoons chopped garlic
One 12-ounce bottle dark beer

2 cups vegetable broth
1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon white pepper
1 teaspoon ground cumin
1/2 teaspoon ground savory
2 cups half-and-half
2 cups shredded mild cheddar cheese

MILWAUKEE PROUD BEER AND
CHEESE SOUP
In a small bowl, combine the water and cornstarch, stir well, and
set aside. Melt the butter in a medium-size soup pot over medium
heat. Add the onion and cook, stirring, until it begins to brown, 5 to 7
minutes. Add the garlic and cook, stirring, just until it begins to color,
about 1 minute. Add the beer, vegetable broth, cayenne, salt, white
pepper, cumin, and savory, bring to a boil, and reduce the heat to low.

Column copyright Bill Hufnagle 2019.
Recipe reprinted with permission from
“BIKER BILLY’S HOG WILD
ON A HARLEY COOKBOOK”
Published by Harvard Common Press, Boston
copyright Bill Hufnagle 2003.

Slowly pour in the half-and-half, stirring constantly. Add the cheddar
cheese and stir until melted. Add the cornstarch mixture and stir well.
Let simmer until the soup thickens, stirring often, 5 to 7 minutes.
Serve immediately. Makes 6 to 8 servings
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PRESS RELEASE
INDIAN MOTORCYCLE PUSHES AMERICAN V-TWINS FORWARD WITH THE ALL-NEW
2020 CHALLENGER – THE ULTIMATE AMERICAN BAGGER

Featuring a Fixed Fairing, Inverted Front End, the Most Powerful Motor in Its Class and Intuitive Ride
Technology, Indian Motorcycle’s State-of-the-Art Modern Bagger Redefines “Fully Loaded”.

MINNEAPOLIS (October 29, 2019) – The bar for American motorcycles has officially been elevated.
Indian Motorcycle, America’s First Motorcycle Company, has dramatically redefined the American
bagger with its introduction of the 2020 Indian Challenger – a striking combination of American muscle,
next-level technology, and premium comfort to deliver a truly unmatched riding experience.
Designed for the most knowledgeable and discerning riders, Indian designers stopped at nothing
to ensure that the Challenger out-classed its competition and delivered the highest performing, fully
loaded bagger on the market. “The Indian Challenger delivers a new level of performance for riders who
understand that the seemingly small details make a huge difference,” said Reid Wilson, Vice President
of Indian Motorcycle. “Our mindset was to leave no stone unturned and deliver a bagger that exceeds
the standards in categories like power, handling, comfort, and technology.”
It starts with the all-new Indian PowerPlus engine, Indian’s first liquidcooled large displacement motor (108 cubic-inch, 60-degree V-twin) that
packs a best-in-class 122 horsepower and 128 ft-lbs. of torque. The new
powertrain also features a six-speed transmission with true overdrive,
assist clutch to reduce clutch effort, and hydraulic valve lash adjusters and
camshaft chain tensioners for a low maintenance, reliable powerplant.
The PowerPlus’ overhead camshafts and four valves per cylinder deliver
incredible V-twin performance and power. Riders can customize the bike’s throttle mapping by selecting
one of three ride modes, including Rain, Standard and Sport – resulting in one motorcycle with three
distinct performance personalities. Each ride mode has been engineered with its own distinct traction
control setting to align with each mode’s specific throttle mapping.
Starting at $21,999, the Challenger features all the premium touring amenities riders expect from
Indian Motorcycle, including electronic cruise control, full LED lighting, a long-haul seat, ABS, keyless
ignition, and weatherproof saddlebags with over 18 gallons of storage space. In addition, a modern and
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aggressively styled chassis-mounted fairing sits over the Challenger’s
inverted front suspension. This, combined with the bike’s lightweight
cast aluminum frame and
hydraulically adjustable FOX®
rear shock, delivers unrivaled
handling and rock-solid stability.
Race-spec
radially-mounted
Brembo®
brakes
provide
superior stopping power, and
new
performance
touring
Metzeler® Cruistec® tires offer supreme
traction. Challenger’s chassis-mounted fairing
features an adjustable windscreen with nearly
three inches of travel and adjustable air vents
– delivering unprecedented rider protection
from all elements. With menacing LED running
lights, a central headlamp, and a redesigned
and modernized Indian Motorcycle headdress
adorning its front fender, the Challenger
presents an unmistakable profile day and
night.
A true state-of-the-art bagger, the Limited and Dark Horse variants
of Challenger are equipped with Indian Motorcycle’s intuitive Smart
Lean Technology™, keeping riders confidently grounded by utilizing
a Bosch IMU to add cornering control to the dynamic traction
control and ABS, as well as Drag Torque Control. These models also
feature Indian Ride Command,
the largest, most-customizable
touchscreen
infotainment
system on two wheels. The
Challenger’s seven-inch Ride
Command system features
weather and traffic overlays, key
vehicle information, Bluetooth®
and USB mobile pairing, and an
all-new quad-core processor for faster response.
For its inaugural year, the Challenger lineup is accompanied by a
variety of Indian Motorcycle Authentic Accessories that allow riders
to upgrade their ride based on their preferences. With the Indian
Challenger Rogue Collection, riders can improve sound and add
blacked-out styling with the black stage 1 slip-on muffler and black
PowerPlus stage 1 air intake. - continued next page 21

- 2020 INDIAN CHALLENGER - continued While a gloss black mid-rise handlebar, a tinted curved windshield and gloss black front highway bars
add a premium blacked-out finish.
For an added measure of comfort over longer hauls there’s the Indian Challenger Tour Collection,
including a 16-inch windshield, quick release passenger sissy bar, passenger backrest and passenger
floorboards, an extended reach seat, rider backrest pad, infinite highway pegs and pinnacle heel
shifter. Riders can also upgrade the Indian Challenger’s audio experience with the PowerBand Audio
Plus system, which delivers exceptional sound and clarity from high-output fairing and saddlebag
speakers that are 50% louder than the Challenger’s stock audio system. With its modern, aggressive
look, and a seemingly unlimited array of performance, comfort and
technological features, the Indian Challenger stands alone as the
ultimate bagger. “While we are grounded in our iconic history, we
are focused and driven to break new ground and establish a higher
standard for riders; and the Challenger is a testament to that,” said
Steve Menneto, President of Indian Motorcycle. “The amount of
technology and level of detail packed into this bike is incredible, and
it’s something we’re extremely proud of.”
Pricing for the 2020 Indian Challenger, available in Titanium Metallic paint, starts at $21,999, while the
Challenger Dark Horse, starting at $27,499, is available in Thunder Black Smoke, Sandstone Smoke, and
White Smoke. The Indian Challenger Limited starts at $27,999, and is available in Thunder Black Pearl,
Deepwater Metallic, and Ruby Metallic.
The Indian Challenger will be assembled at Indian Motorcycle’s production facility in Spirit Lake, Iowa.
Learn more about Indian Motorcycle and the 2020 Indian Challenger by visiting IndianMotorcycle.com
and following along on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. View the Indian Challenger Launch Video:
https://youtu.be/0R4Y5N9iASw
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The Progressive® International Motorcycle Shows® Announces “Next Steps,” an
Extension of the Discover the Ride Initiative to Get New Riders Formally Licensed

The first IMS-sponsored motorcycle training course, together with Academy of Motorcycle Operation
aims to properly train and license a new generation of riders
The Progressive® International
Motorcycle Shows® (IMS), the
industry leader for connecting
powersports’ top brands with
enthusiasts and buyers, today
announced “Next Steps,” an
extension of the company’s
Discover the Ride program, which
serves the entire motorsports
community by breaking down
the industry’s high barriers to
entry. Following Discover the
Ride’s successful implementation
into the 2018/2019 IMS tour,
which introduced over 2,000
potential riders to the experience
of motorcycling for the first time,
Next Steps represents an evolution
of the program by helping new
riders get trained as part of their
ride to be formally licensed.
The IMS Next Steps program has
been made possible in alliance
with the Academy of Motorcycle
Operation (AMO) – an organization
that provides quality motorcyclist
training in a safe, positive learning
environment – in which AMO will
offer an IMS-sponsored course
October 19th and 20th at AMO’s
Altadena, California location.
The sponsored course, which
will use the CHP Motorcyclist
Training Course, is open to all
attendees of the 2018 IMS Long
Beach show who participated in
Discover the Ride’s New Rider
Course. IMS’ sponsorship includes
full course compensation for
four course participants as well
as five discounted course tickets.
Breakfast and lunch will also be
provided by IMS throughout the

two-day course for all students and
instructors.
Registration for AMO’s IMS
Sponsored Course is open now
through September 20. To learn
more about AMO’s IMS Sponsored
Course and how to register, please
contact Leah Boles at lboles@
motorcycleshows.com.
“We’re thrilled to team up with
IMS to support the growth of the
motorcycle industry,” said Charlie
Fernandez, General Manager
of AMO. “We always put safety
first, and we also believe it’s
important to learn to ride in a
positive, supportive environment
that’s a blast! We look forward
to welcoming those who have
participated in IMS’ Discover
the Ride program, taking their
experience from the course to the
open road.”
In addition to contributing to the
evolution of the Discover the Ride
program, Next Steps represents a
significant development for IMS
in its progression as a brand. As
the nation’s largest consumer
motorcycle tour, IMS has served as
an industry-focused organization
for the past 38 years. In light of the
significant losses the motorcycle
industry has seen in recent years
as millennials and Gen X’ers have
not entered the market at the
same rate as baby boomers are
aging out, IMS has taken actions
to help inspire new riders through
creating easily approachable
programs. Next Steps showcases
how IMS is evolving to better
support the growth of the industry

by getting new riders on two
wheels beyond their experience
at IMS shows. As Discover the
Ride helps riders identify that they
want to ride, Next Steps takes the
extra step of breaking down more
barriers to entry by getting new
riders formally licensed.
“It was amazing to watch so many
new riders hop on a motorcycle
for their very first ride during last
year’s IMS tour through Discover
the Ride,” said Tracy Harris, Senior
Vice President, Progressive®
International Motorcycle Shows®.
“Now that so many of our Discover
the Ride participants have
expressed interest in getting their
motorcycle license, we’re thrilled
to be able to make that journey
a little bit easier for them by
offering comped and discounted
courses through the Academy of
Motorcycle Operation, a trusted
organization committed to rider
safety.”
Following the receiving of their
motorcycle license, new riders
can familiarize themselves with
the world of motorcycling through
NewTo2.com, an online platform
within Discover The Ride dedicated
to the continued education of the
new generation of riders.
Connect with International
Motorcycle Shows (#RidersUnite):
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
YouTube
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PRESS RELEASE
D3O®, the world’s leading impact protection brand, today announced the Troy Lee Designs (TLD)
team of athletes have become official D3O brand ambassadors.
The team of over 200 athletes is recognized as one of motocross and mountain bike’s most diverse,
with pro and amateur athletes in disciplines ranging from motocross and off-road to freeride,
enduro, cross country, BMX and downhill mountain bike. Recent highlights on the moto side
include the off-road team taking several podium spots at the GNCC, Taylor Robert winning 2019
World Champion in off-road and newcomer Brandon Hartranft taking a podium place at Red Bull
Straight Rhythm. On the mountain bike side, Brandon Semenuk recently became a three-time
winner of Red Bull Rampage, Alise (Post) Willoughby is the reigning BMX world champion and
Valentina 'Vali' Höll is now two-time junior world champion with 7 wins accumulated in 2019.
D3O® impact protection products worn by the team are commercialized by Troy Lee Designs,
which integrates D3O® technologies into its range.
Troy Lee commented, “Our team of ambassadors are like an extended family to me. They are
precious, they’re not a dime a dozen. And you want them to stay at the top for as long as they can.
They’re going to keep pushing the limits of performance so it’s vital that they’re protected. That’s
why we partnered with D3O, we really believe they’re a leader in safety.”
The agreement sees D3O become the official protective-wear partner of the TLD team and the
partnership will see them feature as one of the key teams to represent D3O’s brand activity
globally. Troy will also work closely with the D3O innovation team as part of the company’s new
product development program for the motocross and mountain bike markets.
Mostyn Thomas, General Manager and CMO at D3O commented “The signing of the TLD team is a
natural extension of our partnership with them. Their athletes are kitted out with D3O® as part of
their Troy Lee Designs gear, and so it makes sense to show this on the outside as well as the inside.
What’s exciting about this partnership is that it allows Troy and his team to focus on great design,
while we focus on keeping them protected.”
The Troy Lee Designs team is the latest addition to a growing team of D3O ambassadors that
includes downhill mountain bike role model Tahnée Seagrave; Seth Jones, ice hockey defenseman
and alternate captain for the Columbus Blue Jackets in the NHL; Michael Dunlop, 19-time winner
of the most challenging motorcycle road race in the world – the Isle of Man TT; and Enduro rider
Rémy Absalon, who has 12 Mégavalanche victories, four French Enduro Series wins, four European
Cup Downhill Marathon wins and a Mountain of Hell win under his belt.
Interview: Meet Troy Lee, Artist, Rider and Eponymous Founder of the Action Sports Apparel and
Custom Paint Company
About D3O: D3O is a fast growth engineering, design and technology company based in the UK,
with offices in the US and China. D3O produces protective materials and technologies that are used
in the sport, motorcycle, electronics, defense and work wear industries.
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SCMR2020 – Cross-country motorcycle event celebrating the 100th Anniversary of the passage of
the 19th Amendment [August 2020]
Destination: USA Duration: 21 days
Starts: 07/21/2020
Ends: 08/18/2020
Exact start dates are not yet set – but the event will be the 3 weeks leading up to August 18, 2020.
The Suffragists Centennial Motorcycle Ride (SCMR2020) is a cross-country motorcycle ride JulyAugust 2020 celebrating the passage of the 19th amendment of the US constitution. This crosscountry ride is dedicated to all women who have fought for equality in the voting booth, in business
and in life.
Join our NEWSLETTER to be among the first to sign up.
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GEOF UYEHARA
Riding The Wave

I was riding west on my extra smooth four cylinder Honda as I
saw the US capital in my mind’s eye and I knew I was headed the
wrong way. New and old highway numbers 95/495 were playing
havoc with my travel plans. The rain was effervescent, sprightly with a host of other words fitting
to describe the experience. I had been able to ride between the drops before they turned to driving
needles rushing to invite me to pull over. I flicked the kickstand down and threw my leg over my
cycle to shelter under a great 12 lane edifice of our super highways. While under the bridge waiting
for the rain to pass I watched the trucks, cars and water snakes whisk by.  
My enthusiasm wasn’t dashed or dampened by the cat’s, dog’s and camel’s falling from the sky,
but my mood was tempered by the crash of the thunder and lightning far off to my right and lightening
flashing around the “dome” of the capital before me.
I pondered the situation as my thoughts drifted to sunny days of adventure and cool rides to
great destinations. Low bug filled cow pastures of Pennsylvania and swampy wetlands bordering
the avenue shoulders of Maryland flashed in my thoughts, only to be interrupted by a shower of truck
spray and the accompanying snappy breeze. Hill riding on a big horn 350 in Montana and plonking
on my SL125 in the Himalayas memories tried to push through the hazy mist of the reality I was in.
In the distance off to the west I could see beyond the lightning flashes, the traces of blue sky
with rays of sunlight streaming in cascading rainbows of color. As I waited, another set of trucks
rumbled by with their welcome summer shower making my “rain suit” do its magic. Not to over
work the plan, I thought of my rides to rallies and special occasions with friends and friendly riders all
searching for the next gentle curve to glide through.
An abrupt honk of a passing driver lamenting my predicament brought me back to reality. The
torrential rain was almost obscuring the rainbow off in the distance. A couple of patient birds were
there keeping me company under our concrete shelter. Sitting in our underpass perch expecting a
break in the thunder and seeking a safe journeys escape as we waited, far from nor’easter’s and bolts
of lightning threatening ne’er do well’s with wrath and more rain.
I drifted again to times of my desert rides on an orange metal flake seven fifty four, part of the
extra smooth series of Honda’s. The 350, 400, 500, 550, 750 were all part of Honda stable of choices.
The smooth but gruff 750 started the series followed by the vibration free 500 close behind, then
with the silky 350 chased by the quicker 400 and 550’s variants and other UJM’s thereafter.   Some
say Sochiro Honda’s favorite bike was the 354. One could put an oil cooler on them and ride like a
banshee. The Universal Japanese Motorcycle grew out of this series.
Kawasaki dirt bikes have changed a lot since I rode that big horn but they still provide a load of
fun and quality excitement. Riders of both new and old get soggy in the rain. Kawasaki and the other
Japanese dirt bike manufactures were up against competent Husqvarna and CZ cycles. Potent cycles
but didn’t last as long on the market as one might have thought.
I was still there, under that safe haven bridge with my thoughts of dry Arizona days of
swift riding up canyons and sandy arroyos, that held me quietly as the rain pounded the ground in
thunderous sheets with splashy wind borne spray. Another truck rolled by with a caravan of cars and
trucks each welcoming me with their spray this side and the other, both directions, with a wet echo of
thunder and the roar of the rain amplified by the expanse of my personal steel and concrete refuge.  
As I turned, the sunlight from the distant rainbows was upon me. The birds had flown off,
departed, and the rain was draining away in a gurgling rush. I put my “rain” gauntlets on and rode
away with my next destination another dream away.
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ALWAYS A HEADWIND
THE SAVE

Text & Photos by Robert H. Miller, www.backroadbob.com

The more I look back on my riding career and all the times I should have
bought it the more I believe someone must have been watching over me and
that someone, I think, is my father. He was an extraordinary man who, by
observing and assisting him, gave me an education in auto mechanics, engine tuning, body work and
painting, plumbing, heating, air conditioning, electrical work, carpentry, roofing, and metal fabrication
and machining. It was a more valuable education than a doctorate from Harvard. All before I was
a teenager. You can throw in power boating, navigation, seamanship, landscaping, commercial grass
cutting, towing, rally driving, drag racing and motorcycle riding too.
One day when I was thirteen he brought home an almost new 1971 Honda CB100 wedged
diagonally across the middle of the cargo area on the VW Micro Bus he was driving at the time. It was
the motorcycle I learned to ride on. He explained that a co-worker had taken a spill on it soon after the
new purchase and the guy’s wife said, “Get rid of that thing before you kill yourself!”, or something to
that effect and my father, as he had so many times before, recognized an opportunity for a good deal and
acted on it.
Throughout my riding career I received a lot of criticism for how I rode, but it wasn’t until I was
forty-one years old and had been riding for twenty-seven years that it dawned on me that fellow riders
never understood how I rode and what I was thinking while I rode. It was what allowed me to remain
accident-free for almost the entirety of my forty-five year road riding career. To someone who didn’t
understand, my defensive driving often appeared to be offensive. My goal of not allowing drivers,
riders, road hazards, pedestrians, or my right wrist to hurt me wasn’t understood by fellow riders. I can
remember the moment I realized this like it was yesterday and it was an epiphany like
I had never before experienced and at that moment I decided to share my knowledge
with all motorcyclists.
It was a meet in 1998 at Townsend, Tennessee, when an experienced and wellrespected rider in the club event I was at described an accident he had earlier that day.
Even with all his experience, he didn’t understand why the accident occurred. He was
following another rider on the same make and model of motorcycle and figured he
could make the turn at that speed too, only he couldn’t. You see, I knew exactly what happened because
I rode through the accident scene just moments after it occurred only I didn’t know it was him and help
was already there. His bike was facing the opposite direction from which it had been traveling on the
opposite side of the road on a downhill, right-hand curve slickened by light rain. He went into the turn
too fast, panicked, slammed on his rear brake, and the bike swapped ends, fell over, and slide across the
roadway before he could react. Over the years, I’d seen it happen many times before.
That epiphany prompted me to consciously examine the way I rode on the four-day return trip
home up the entire Blue Park Parkway, Virginia Route 340, and across Maryland horse country on the
back roads to my home in Pennsylvania. That four-day examination of what I was doing as I rode, and
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more importantly, what I was thinking as I rode resulted in ten years later, my first article on accidentfree riding for Motorcyclist magazine and eventually to my first of two books on accident-free riding.
At one of the last organized dual sport events I attended before I began hosting my own meets
and had the pleasure of showing dual sport riders the joys of riding Pennsylvania’s State Forests, I had
something else happen that I’ll never forget. At that Durty Dabbers meet there had been an accident on
the trail and riders were piling up by the dozens waiting for the ambulance to arrive on the temporarily
closed gravel road.
As riders impatiently milled around and studied maps
in those pre-GPS days, I worked my way to the front of the
pack. I didn’t bother looking at my own map as I knew any
detour would be at least twenty-five miles out of the way.
At that time I had most of Pennsylvania’s state forest roads,
both paved, graveled, and dirt, memorized and I knew there
was no practical way around the road that was temporarily
closed. It went across ridges joining valleys and to go around
would require an hour of pavement riding. That’s often the way when dual sport riding and why it’s
important not to miss your turns when riding in wilderness areas..
I heard on the trail boss’ radio that the road was about to open so I non-nonchalantly donned my
helmet, goggles, and gloves, fired up my trusty XT350, and let the hammer down as soon as he gave
me the signal. Being the first rider down the gravel road I was rewarded with a clear, dust-free path and
I let ‘er rip. A mile or two down the road I vaguely remembered there was a ninety-degree right-hander
coming up and moved over to the inside line, but realized I was coming in a bit hot. At the same second
the turn appeared so did a pick up truck that was totally on my side of the one lane dirt road. In all my
days of clearing the way for other dual sport riders, I had squeezed by approaching drivers hogging the
road before they realized what had happened, but this guy was giving me no room to pass. Becoming a
Big Foot hood ornament was always my worst dual sporting fear and I thought I was about to experience
it. What I didn’t know was my instincts and some luck were about to save me.
In the same split second I saw the truck, I decided it was better to hit the
truck with my tires and let them absorb some of the impact before it was flesh
and bone on metal, so I stomped on the back brake and laid the bike down on
its right side with my right boot acting as a “steel shoe” like a flat track rider.
In that same split second the driver saw me and moved over just enough for
me to squeeze by so I decided to go for the pass and lifted off the rear brake.
Much to my surprise, and joy, the bike stood up perfectly on its wheels and
I shot past the truck without putting a scratch on it or myself. I continued on
down the gravel road as though nothing had happened and completed the rest
of the day’s ride. In the past, there had been times when other riders witnessed my crazy saves after I
had learned the mantra of “when in doubt, gas it” but this time there were no witnesses. No witnesses
that is except for someone looking over me. There’s just no other explanation.
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THE WRITE GRIP
Priceless Souvenir

By Stevie Lynne
We’ve all experienced the symptoms: sluggish body, nausea, an ache in the
chest, tearful eyes. Only in this case it’s not the flu, a hangover, or a bad
breakup. It’s returning to work after going out to lunch on a gorgeous day.
Walking away from your motorcycle when what you really want to do is fire it back up and
ride the rest of the afternoon away. One such day, knowing it’s hard to make a quiet and unnoticeable
escape on a Harley, I dragged my feet back inside the workplace. As if proving that riders are more
conspicuous than other commuters, a woman in the elevator glanced at the helmet in my hand and
said, “I like your bike!” She went on to explain that the day before, she’d left the building with
another female coworker. “We heard this motorcycle coming through the parking lot and looked up
and it was you! A WOMAN on this big ol’ bike…and we were so proud!” It brightened the rest of my
workday considerably, even if she didn’t realize it. Funny how a simple comment or gesture can lift
another’s spirit, whether you are on the giving or receiving end. Recently, performing a random act of
kindness WHILE on that longed-for road trip left me with a priceless souvenir.
We were on our way to OC Bikefest for a much-needed vacation. Rather than take my bike this
year, I opted to snuggle in behind my boyfriend. I’ve had friends say it looks strange when they see
me on the back of a motorcycle, but I’ve never taken the “M” endorsement on my driver’s license to
mean “man-free zone”. I love being in the wind, whether on my own, or sharing the experience. The
ability and freedom of choosing how I ride is a gift I’m always thankful for! As we came to a crawl
approaching the Bay Bridge toll plaza, I looked around to check out the bikes of other riders also
headed to Ocean City. We passed one particular couple riding tandem and they caught my eye because
they appeared to be a father/teenage-daughter duo. I couldn’t help but wonder if it was their first trip
together and thought about what awesome memories they would make. My own father was diagnosed
with Alzheimer’s this year, so I find myself reminded daily of how truly precious a memory can be.
Realizing we were edging closer to one of the toll booths, I started digging cash out of my
pocket. As we finally approached a window, I heard a bike pull up behind us. Glancing back I was
pleasantly surprised to see it was the twosome I’d noticed before. I handed enough money to the
attendant for two bikes to cover our fee as well as theirs, and we were off to maneuver through the rest
of the bottleneck. Before everyone made their way back to open road and once again got up to speed,
I turned back to smile at the pair. The teen’s face lit up with a big grin and she gave a shy wave as her
dad looked up and mouthed a thank you. The expression on her face made my day, leaving me with a
huge grin of my own the rest of the way to the beach. Having to concentrate on the road, my boyfriend
missed most of that exchange. When I described it to him later, I told him the feeling it left me with
made that $4.00 toll the best money I’d spend our whole vacation. It’s definitely a highlight of the trip
I’ll always remember.
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Continued
Now, November brings with it a couple of introspective holidays for me: Veterans Day and
Thanksgiving. I am so thankful for our Vets and the sacrifices they make to protect the cherished
freedoms we have. And each year I grow even more grateful for the time I am able to enjoy with my
loved ones. Please keep Veterans, Family and Friends, and even complete strangers in mind when you
are inspired to commit a random act of kindness.
You’ll be glad you did- paying it forward is such a great gift not only to others, but also to yourself.
Stevie
Stevie rides a Heritage Softail, is an ABATE member, and resides in the Capital Region of Maryland. Originally from
Virginia, and after living in Pennsylvania for a time, she loves exploring the roads of the Mid-Atlantic and beyond on
the Heritage. Stevie was an on-air radio personality for over twenty-five years, and is happy to be sharing tales as a
part of the Motorcycle Times family.
Stevie Lynne receives comments at thewritegrip2017@gmail.com if you enjoyed her column please send her an email.

Dedicated to protecting the
rights of injured motorcyclists.
We ride so we understand.
If you’ve been injured, call
the Motorcycle Law Group.
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1-800-321-8968
www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com
Licensed in Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Georgia.
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REFLECTIONS
The Odds
By Jack Applebaum
I came across an interesting set of numbers. According
to the National Safety Council, motorcycles are safer than
cars – at least that’s what I ultimately infer from these
numbers:
Planes, Trains & Automobiles: The Odds of Dying In
Motor vehicle: 1-in-103, Motorcycle: 1-in-858, Bicycle: 1-in-4,047, Air travel: 1-in-188,364,
Train: 1-in-243,765
https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/all-injuries/preventable-death-overview/odds-of-dying/
If you go to the link above, the information gets even more interesting as the odds for many other terminal
endings on this planet are also calculated. Apparently, I’m over three times more likely to get shot dead than
ride out of here a la Jethro Tull’s “Too Old to Rock and Roll.” There are, of course, a plethora of variables,
factors, and forces at work that play into the decisions that we make. Nevertheless, this information is a
welcome push-back to the characterization of my ride as a “murder cycle” and broadly classifying me and
other riders as “organ donors” (in the right context, being an organ donor is, in fact, a good thing).
As riders, we take calculated risks, but maybe the math isn’t as bad as some would have us believe. I’m not
one to take unnecessary risks, but “unnecessary” needs to be defined by each of us. Some might think that it’s
an unnecessary risk to cloister ourselves so much that we fail to live; which would be a shame as this life is a
gift meant to be used and used to its fullest.
There is something among evangelicals called “The Gambler’s Dilemma”. It works like this. Either there
is a God, or there isn’t. Either you believe in Him, or you don’t. The result has, according to this thinking
game, four outcomes. If there is a God, and you believe in him then you have everything to gain. If there
isn’t a God, and you believe in Him then you have nothing to lose. On the other hand, if there isn’t a God, and
you don’t believe in Him then you have nothing to gain. Finally, if there is a God, and you don’t believe in
Him then you potentially have everything to lose. God has made Himself very real to us and has reduced this
problem to just two options – to believe in Him or not.
I know that God works outside of the realm of statistics. I know he had plans for me before I was even born.
I also know that the Bible states that “it is appointed once for every man to die.” Entering my sixth decade on
this planet, I’ve no problem with that. I’m planning on sticking around as long as possible. I’ve heard it said
“If you want to hear God laugh, tell him your plans.” His plan is for me to spend eternity with Him. I like
His plan better, and I like the odds.
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New issues come out IN THE FIRST WEEK of each month beginning in January, A
small supply of back issues may be available for the cost of shipping, Call or email to
request a copy. Any and all suggestions, photographs, illustrations, criticism, articles
and advertising support are welcome. We pay for some contributions; See website
for rates and writing guidelines. Contributions may also be published on our social
media pages. We are not responsible for returning unsolicited materials; send an
SASE if return is desired. All advertising copy and any manuscripts should be in by the
20th of the month preceding publication. For a current advertising media kit or further
information, call, or email us. Except for the Owners, all of the editors, illustrators,
photographers and writers are free-lance contributors. Any and all opinions expressed
are those of the authors, and don’t necessarily reflect those of the publisher. We are
not responsible for any typographical errors. All rights are reserved. Unauthorized use
or reproduction is forbidden without prior written consent from MJM Publishing. We are
not responsible for guarenteeing the quality of goods or services advertised herein.
Motorcycling is sometimes a dangerous activity. We very strongly encourage all
riders to contact the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (1-800-446-9227) for the location of
their nearest rider safety training course. Ride safe!
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